plaque explaining the history and significance of the Silent Sam

distinguished persons are buried and which also served as a

recognition in the Union; “Sam”, who symbolized the valor and

Arlington with the leadership of the UDC and the ACMA,

between 1907 and 1911. The foundation was laid in 1912, and

commission (1910) the monument, and to do the fundraising

the United Daughters of the Confederacy, joined by the

soldiers were buried with white headstones. Congress then

of southern soldiers. Symbolic of this policy, a major confederate

time since the end of the Civil War, soldiers from the South and

years after the Civil War ended.

fact that the statue of “Sam” was not put up until 1913, nearly 50

3. Much is made of the dedication ceremony for “Sam” in 1913,

sculptural realization. …

offer at that time, for which Wilson has given us an eloquent

ammunition, ready to answer the call and, if necessary, to give

noble vision of a common soldier, an innocent, handsome

used a Boston man named Harold Langlois. And the result is this

“Sam,” he had done a series of outstanding monuments at

Arts, Boston. At the time he was chosen to do the statue of

chose a very distinguished artist to create this bronze statue.

any other school.

UNC is unique among institutions of higher learning at the time

general, or some particular battle. It was commissioned by the

1. Although people are currently talking about taking down

based on the novel by North Carolinian Charles Frazier. For

be a premiere for North Carolina Opera, which has created the

Opera ‘Cold Mountain’ at Memorial Hall

the study, go to this link

a.m. to 5 p.m.

except during events. Only faculty and staff One Cards will

scholar to dinner

To make sure we have enough seating available, please RSVP to

Program (SHIIP), and David Rubin, a member of the Board of

The seminar will be at 10 a.m. on Thursday, Sept. 28, in the

information about our health care insurance options.

the governing board or delegated by it to the president should

primary responsibility for such fundamental areas as

faculty review boards of the school or college.

dean, found the talks fruitful, and Dean Guskiewicz expressed an

concerns about academic freedom on the UNC campus,

In May, the RFA executive committee, after discussing recent

On academic freedom: A statement and a positive response

freedom and other issues. Members of the board, as well as the

Jonathan Koch’s resolution to ban guns from campus. With

Rescue in emergency may not be the mission of RFA, but service

consequential, limited in fuel and firepower but hopefully

faculty members are on short-term contracts with few or no

the Law School budget by the legislature and

focuses on such obvious challenges as cuts in

the beach, were critical to the mission. They manned small

17 campuses including Chapel Hill, fixed-term appointees
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is it? Answer: the Dutch.” The Dutch were colonial authorities in

analyzing. Indonesians tell a joke: “Four cars crash; whose fault

Council and submitted to the administration and the legislature,

support from RFA, this resolution was adopted by the Faculty

Rescue in emergency may not be the mission of RFA, but service

consequential, limited in fuel and firepower but hopefully

faculty members are on short-term contracts with few or no

the Law School budget by the legislature and

focuses on such obvious challenges as cuts in